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Explanation for ''but these fellows keep on taking us in their stride.'' Can someone explain ''but

these fellows keep on taking us in their stride.'' Does it mean that they can't believe in our earnest
but naive efforts? Thank you! A: These fellows keep on taking us in their stride means these

fellows take us in their stride, that is, they are used to our efforts to get to know them and they
are not resentful. If these fellows thought that we were a naive bunch of people we would not be
allowed in their stride, and those fellows would not stand idly by and just let us fail in our efforts
to get to know them. The sentence is saying that they are taking us in stride, despite our being a

naive bunch of people, which is what makes it idiomatic. Can someone explain ''but these fellows
keep on taking us in their stride.'' means someone is explaining this idiomatic phrase to someone
else. If someone could explain this idiom to another, this would mean that they were explaining

the meaning of the phrase, and the reason for its use to the person they were explaining it to. This
will be pointless if they are not used to the expression. For example, they will think you are a

naive bunch of people and not be used to it. Q: Do I really need to build this particular
application? I have a website that needs to do a couple of things. Right now it only does one. But
a recurring payment feature will not be doable without the other one. The other one requires the
user to register. Also at one point it was going to be deployed in Drupal. The thing is, I'm not a

php guy. Would it be worthwhile for me to put some effort into learning PHP, just so I can code
up the other feature, and then when/if that feature is accepted I can just build that feature in

PHP? Or should I just build the other feature without the PHP, and build the php in later? By the
way, the codebase is quite complex, with modules like member_access and user_search. (I'm

coding in 3da54e8ca3
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